SKILLS FOR LIFE, LEARNING AND WORK
What might these skills look like?

• Challenge myself
• Recognise my strengths
• Recognise others’ strengths
• Aware of others’ needs
• Approach changes with confidence
• Positive attitude
• Motivated to do my best

Health and
Wellbeing

• Contribute to discussions
• Identify main ideas of texts
• Confidence in reading and writing
• Apply skills in other areas
• Explain my thinking
• Know when I am being influenced
• Can create texts

Literacy

• Confidence in using numeracy
• Apply skills in other areas
• Explain my thinking
• Interpret data
• Use data to make decisions
• Use numbers
• Use money, time and measurement

• Use ICT to support my learning
• Use responsibly and safely
• Confidence in using technologies
• Positive approach to new
technologies
• Use ICT where appropriate

Numeracy

ICT

It is important to note that thinking skills (remembering, understanding, applying,
analysing, evaluating and creating) are a thread which run through all aspects of
learning, and employability skills embrace the skills listed.
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Have clear goals
Set high standards
Take turns
Delegate to others
Take different roles
Contribute ideas
Accept responsibility

•
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Leadership

Working
with others

Identify problems
Use different strategies
Find resources to help
Test and evaluate ideas
Use result to form next steps
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Problem
solving

Value and build on others’ ideas
Listen to others
Compromise when appropriate
Know and use others’ strengths
Encourage others
Contribute ideas
Take responsibility for my role

Creative
Flexible
Positive attitude to change
Use initiative
Persuade others

Enterprise

It is important to note that thinking skills (remembering, understanding, applying,
analysing, evaluating and creating) are a thread which run through all aspects of
learning, and employability skills embrace the skills listed.

